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The Evolving Face of
Leadership
All evolution in thought and conduct must at first appear as heresy and
misconduct. ~ George Bernard Shaw
September marked the beginning of LEAD, the new learning initiative developed
by the cities of Batavia, Elgin, and St. Charles to fulfill a common mission: developing leaders through collaborative learning to build a stronger community. In
the last issue of The Leader, we introduced this newly evolved version of the old
SMILE program. Some might ask if we had “tinkeritis.*” Because, first there was
SMILE, and it was good. It was a mandatory, peer-led, training curriculum for
municipal supervisors. It was envisioned that every supervisor would complete
four years of coursework to achieve various organizational goals.
As a collective group of approximately 1,000 employees between our three cities,
it didn’t take too long before the rumblings of water cooler talk began. Why is it
that only supervisors get to attend SMILE? What am I going to learn here that I
didn’t learn in college? Who made so-and-so an expert on that subject insofar as
she’s qualified to teach me? Stirrings of what some might call heresy, coupled with
a pinch of misconduct (subconsciously, of course!) ensued across the board. This
happened in our collective employee base, supervisor and non-supervisor alike,
and even found its way into Committee discussions on rare occasion.

* TINKERITIS
noun
[TINK-ER-AYE-TISS]
definition: A disease where you
keep tinkering with something
when it appears to be working
just fine the way it is.

Continual feedback
was, has always been
and will always be,
solicited and taken
seriously.

(continued on page 3)

Lead GOALS
1. Create a Culture of Shared Learning
a. Using each other as resources; contributing to and tapping into the
communal wisdom of our group.
b. Create an appreciation for what we can teach to, and learn from, each other.

Navigation Tip
Our new initiative brings with it a new brand, a
new look, and a new newsletter. In order to aid
in navigating throughout the PDF, please note
that you can return to the front page by clicking
on the
back arrows after each article, or
at the bottom of each page.

c. Explore leadership tools through shared experiences.
2. Understand the Intrinsic Link Between Self Development and Community Success
a. Starting with self-development, we become better leaders. Better leaders help build organizational strength and
effectiveness, thereby providing better service to the community which, in turn, makes the community stronger.
3. Explore and Enhance Effective Leadership Qualities
a. Foster adaptability, flexibility, and resiliency
b. Foster being participatory, inclusive, and self-aware
c. Emotional Intelligence
d. Further and develop core leadership competencies
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The Evolving Face of Leadership (continued from page 2)

While this small uprising was disturbing and challenging, SMILE was always meant to be an evolutionary program and its mission was solid. It was important to not only foster a sense of teamwork and a culture of learning,
but we also wanted to ensure we were meeting the needs of our supervisors. Continual feedback was (always has, and
always will be) solicited and taken seriously. SMILE, in its original form, was extremely useful in providing some basic
supervisory information and consistent supervisory concepts throughout the cities. SMILE also provided an innovative
model for collaborative learning through intergovernmental cooperation.
When you combine time
However, it was simply not challenging enough for many of our supervisors. Thus, those little rumblings of heresy and misconduct (unintentionand experience
al or intended) were the catalyst for change.
Enter SMILE v2.0. The first major evolution of SMILE was still mandatory, but it replaced peer-led workshops with professional speakers and
trainers. It also had no “end date” since it didn’t have a linear curriculum
as did the first version of SMILE. Naysayers from the original SMILE rejoiced. SMILE v2.0 was inspirational, informative, and it didn’t take long
for people to start seeing the benefit that could be obtained by having all
City employees hear these great speakers. The undercurrents of “heresy
and misconduct” began rumbling again.

with a diverse pool of
thoughts and ideas, and
toss in evolving theories
on adult learning,
leadership development,
and emotional intelligence,
a path emerges . . .

The mandatory nature of the program was still a sticking point with some
supervisors. As time went on, the Committee started receiving more and more requests to offer SMILE to non-supervisors. What? We can’t invite non-supervisors – this is a “Supervisory Modules in Leadership Excellence” program – the operative word being “supervisor!” Whoa! Now you want to make it voluntary?!? Heretics, All!
But, the seeds of inspiration were planted.
Interestingly (but not so surprisingly) enough, however, when you combine time and experience with a diverse pool of
thoughts and ideas, and toss in evolving theories on adult learning, leadership development, and emotional intelligence,
a path emerges that appears to be crystal clear. Hmm -- All evolution in thought and conduct must at first appear as heresy
and misconduct.
And so comes Lead. As mentioned in the last issue of The Leader, our mission remains the same: Developing leaders
through collaborative learning to build a stronger community. However, the underlying methodology has evolved into
one of inclusion, rather than exclusion. Leadership comes from all levels of the organization and extends throughout the
community in both our personal and professional lives. Lead’s focus is on building strong leaders at every level in the
organization.
Our cities don’t really have “tinkeritis.” What we are doing is fostering a culture of adaptability, resiliency, and flexibility.
We are setting an example of being able to change with the evolving needs of our community, our organizations, and our
workforce. Our leadership - personally, professionally, and organizationally - is and should always be, evolving. How do
we stay current? Through open and honest communication -- creating an environment of trust and safe vulnerability
where we can offer differences of opinion and diversity of thought with a unifying clarity of purpose. This is how we remain viable in an ever changing and challenging environment. Knowing when to lead and when to follow are at the core
of the best leadership practices. It bears repeating once again: All evolution in thought and conduct must at first appear
as heresy and misconduct. Perhaps “heresy and misconduct” are essential for growth and the pursuit of higher leadership
goals within and without.
Your thoughts and comments are always welcome.
For more information about Lead, please contact Jason Bajor (BAT) at 630/454-2075 or jbajor@cityofbatavia.net, Gail Cohen
(ELG) at 847/931-5607 or cohen_g@cityofelgin.org, Kathy Livernois (STC) at 630/377-4470 or klivernois@stcharlesil.gov, or Jen
Morrison, Lead Coordinator, at 630/762-7090 or jenmor@strongercommunity.net.
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The LEADER From the Pros

Stop Being Micromanaged
By Amy Gallo, contributing editor at Harvard Business Review

No one likes a boss who excessively scrutinizes work and constantly checks
in. Not only is this micromanaging behavior annoying, it can stunt your professional growth. If you have a controlling boss, you don’t have to suffer. By assuaging a micromanager’s stress, you may be able to secure the autonomy you need to
get your work done and advance your career.
What the Experts Say
Micromanagers abound in today’s organizations but typically, it has nothing to do
with performance. “It’s more about your bosses’ level of internal anxiety and need
to control situations than anything about you,” says Jenny Chatman, a professor of
management at Haas School of Business at UC Berkeley who researches and consults on organizational culture. The bad news is fighting back won’t work. “If you
rebel against it, you will just get more of it,” says Jean-François Manzoni, a professor of management at INSEAD and co-author of The Set-Up-to-Fail Syndrome: How
Good Managers Cause Great People to Fail. So you can’t change the way your boss
leads, but you can change the way you follow using the these tactics.
Evaluate the Behavior
Manzoni cautions that all controlling bosses are not cut of the same cloth. On one end of the spectrum you have managers who have very high standards who like some degree of control. They may regularly send you back to rework something
that doesn’t measure up. Manzoni offers Steve Jobs as an example of this kind of boss. They pay a great deal of attention to
detail and exercise some degree of control but they don’t stifle those who work for them. In fact, you may be able to learn
a great deal from them.
At the other end of the spectrum are people Manzoni describes as “pathological micromanagers who need to make it clear
to themselves and others that they are in charge.” These are the bosses that give you little to no autonomy, insist they be
involved in every detail of your work, and are more concerned about specifics, such as font size, rather than the big picture. “Micromanagers are obsessed with control. You know you are working with one if he or she gets involved in a level of
detail that is way below his or her pay grade,” says Chatman.
Don’t Fight It
Both experts agree that it’s counterproductive to rail against micromanagement. “If you push back in one way or another
— passively or aggressively — your manager may conclude you can’t be trusted and get more involved,” says Manzoni. It
may be tempting to complain but it is not advisable. “If I sense disdain, I’m going to be encouraged to show you that on
my forehead it says ‘boss’ and on yours, it doesn’t,” says Manzoni. Instead, try to understand what is causing your boss’s
behavior. Is he under immense pressure? Is this his intuitive way of managing? Does the company culture encourage and
reward this kind of behavior? By recognizing the underlying reasons, you can figure out how to respond.
(continued on page 6)
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Stop Being Micromanaged (continued from page 4)

Increase Trust
According to Chatman, micromanagement is usually “based on a general view that the world’s standards are not
up to what they should be.” You therefore need to make a conscious and honest effort to earn your manager’s trust
by succeeding in the dimensions that he cares about. “You absolutely, positively must deliver and deliver in a way that
doesn’t increase your boss’s stress. In fact, identify things that reduce your boss’s stress,” says Manzoni. He suggests you
say to your manager, “I see you’re under unbelievable pressure, how can I help?”
Make Up-front Agreements
Another tactic is to talk to your boss — before a project starts — about how she will be involved. “Try to agree on standards
and basic approach,” says Manzoni. Explain what you think the ideal plan of action is and then ask for her input. “Be sure
you understand up-front what the guiding principles are for the work — not just the tactical elements. These principles
are what you should be discussing with your boss,” says Chatman. For example, if you are working on an internal marketing campaign, be sure to talk about the message you want to send, not the font you should use. If the discussion becomes
overly focused on detail, try to bring it back to the principles and approach you agreed on. Flattery can also work. Remind
your boss that she is better off not getting involved in the minutiae because her time and effort are more valuable to the
big picture.
PRINCIPLES TO REMEMBER:
Keep Your Boss in the Loop
Remember that micromanagers are often motivated by anxiety. “They are nervous about anyone else being able to do things as well or in the way they would
do them,” says Chatman. You can often address that concern by keeping your
manager informed of the project’s progress. You can schedule regular check-ins
that help her feel part of the process. Or you can send unprompted emails that
share important information. If she has made it clear that she wants to know
about detail, don’t hesitate to get specific. While annoying now, it may save you
the effort of redoing work later on. Most importantly, Manzoni says, if you have
questions or need clarification, don’t wait until the last minute. That will only
amplify her worry.
Give Feedback, Only if Appropriate
Telling a micromanager that you don’t appreciate his controlling behavior may
only trigger more of it. But some well-meaning managers may be open to hearing
your input. “Try to catch your boss in a moment of openness,” says Manzoni. He
suggests using the time in a scheduled performance review. Then try something
like, “Look, I like working with you but there is one thing that would make things
better.” You can also involve a trusted third party, such as an HR manager, who
can help you get your point across.
Be careful though, if you have a manager who enjoys showing he has the power
and you don’t, this could backfire. If none of the above strategies work, ask yourself: Do I really want to work here? “If it’s pathological, you should consider transferring to another part of the company or finding another job,” says Manzoni.

DO • Do everything you can to
gain the micromanager’s
trust.
• Know what motivates and
worries your boss and try to
assuage his or her concerns.
• Provide regular and detailed
updates so your boss is apprised of your progress.
DON’T • Label anyone who exercises
a degree of control as a micromanager.
• Defy the micromanager
-- that often triggers the
behavior you are trying to
avoid.
• Try to tell a boss that he is
overly controlling unless you
know he may be open to
hearing it.

CASE STUDY # 1 | Keep the Micromanager Informed
Harry Barkley* worked as a fundraiser for an Austin-based non-profit for four and half years when Sandra came on as his
boss. He was considered the office expert when it came to fundraising and his coworkers regularly turned to him for advice. While he expected some changes when Sandra took over, he did not anticipate she’d be such a micromanager. “She
(continued on page 7)
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Stop Being Micromanaged (continued from page 5)

wanted to see everything I produced and approve it before I moved on to
the next task, right down to the e-mail responses I sent to donors who had
questions about what types of in-kind donations we took,” he says. Sandra’s second-guessing even extended to issues like the amount of postage
needed for mailings and how to load stationary into the office printer. “No
matter what task I was performing and what my level of experience was
with it, I always felt as if every aspect of my work was considered ‘suspect’
until it had been verified,” he says.
Harry attempted to keep Sandra’s behavior at bay by keeping her fully inphoto courtesy of www.visualphotos.com
formed. He sent her regular updates on projects: once a day for high priority items and once a week for ongoing initiatives. He kept the notes brief,
listing the task he had just completed and his proposed next step, which was always something he could complete before
he sent the next update so she could see clear progress. This approach eased Sandra’s anxiety.
However, the constant updates added to Harry’s workload. “The pile-on meant that my work suffered and that things
weren’t done as fast as Sandra was expecting them to be done,” he says. He was concerned that Sandra wouldn’t be open
to hearing how her behavior was affecting his work so he talked with the HR manager, who agreed to host a meeting. As
Harry suspected, Sandra was unreceptive. In fact, she defended her actions. Harry ultimately left the organization.
CASE STUDY # 2 | Be Attentive to [His] Her Concerns
In 2006, Marcy Berke* worked for an insurance company with offices throughout the US. Her boss’s boss was a woman
named Barbara*, who was responsible for 10 agencies in her region. Barbara was passionate about efficiency. At one
point, she asked all of the agents in her region to produce a time report, accounting for the number of minutes each of
them spent on various tasks each day. “She was concerned with keeping her own production figures up, and burnishing
her image with senior management,” Marcy says.
Marcy recognized what mattered most to Barbara. “If I were heading up a project, I would make certain to email Barbara,
early and often, with any questions I might have about what her expectations were, and give her an outline of what my
team was working on and the anticipated date of completion,” she says. If her team was having difficulty meeting the
deadline for any reason, she would let Barbara know as soon as possible, providing both a reason and a revised end date.
As much as possible, Marcy supplied the information Barbara needed without being asked first, so that Barbara could
learn to trust her.
Since Marcy knew that Barbara was so preoccupied with time, she arrived at least 2 or 3 minutes early for meetings. When
Marcy needed to set up a meeting with Barbara she would make the request by e-mail, clearly stating the reason for the
meeting, listing the questions she would be asking and indicating how long the meeting would last.
Above all else, she tried to keep out of Barbara’s line of sight. “As I didn’t report to Barbara directly, I took pains to avoid
becoming any more visible to her than I needed to be, and frequently used my direct supervisor to run interference,” she
says. This approach worked well for Marcy. She was able to thrive at the company for four years, despite Barbara’s micromanagement, before she left to start her own firm.
*Not their real names
© 2011 by Harvard Business Review.
Amy Gallo is a contributing editor at Harvard Business Review. For more of Amy’s posts on Best Practices, please click here: http://hbr.org/search/amy%252520gallo/
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The LEADER From the Pros

Are You Really Grateful?
By Michael Staver, The Staver Group

As is my tradition in November, I am dedicating this piece to
gratitude. We live in a world that is so fast-paced and busy,
time is seldom taken to truly and deeply express gratitude.
I am not talking about a polite ‘thank you.’ I am speaking here
about something deeper, something that you take the time
to feel and express. It takes courage to be open enough to let
people know that you are grateful.
Our entire culture, from advertising to therapy, is designed to
convince you that it is all about you. Let me be clear: it is not all
about you. I want you to take a look at your life this month and
ask yourself a simple yet powerful question: Are you deeply grateful and are you mindful enough about it to experience that
gratitude and express it? Do not let another day pass without a profound commitment to feeling and expressing it.
What do you think the world would be like if each of us committed to gratefully recognize one person, every day? As
Thanksgiving approaches, I have a challenge for you. The challenge is a lifelong commitment to recognition and gratitude.
As many of you know, I created a club a few years back called the
ROPED Club. I am inviting you to join or renew your commitment to
this membership. The club is free of fees but NOT free of responsibility. ROPED stands for Recognize One Person Every Day. If you want to
join, here are the rules: You MUST purposefully recognize one person
every day for the rest of your life. It can be done anywhere at anytime;
just committing to recognize one person every day is the goal.
Click
Above
to Join!

It’s that simple!

WHAT IS PURPOSEFUL RECOGNITION?
Purposeful recognition is:
1. SPECIFIC - Identify with certainty that the recognition is about
something the person did.
2. APPRECIATIVE - Show a genuine interest and be clear that it
mattered to you.
3. PERSONAL - Make a connection with the person and, when
possible, do it face-to-face.
4. IMMEDIATE - Don’t wait! Do it as soon as possible.

This newsletter article is reprinted courtesy
of Michael Staver, the CEO of The Staver
Group. Together with his colleagues of
professional development consultants, he
provides keynote presentations, consulting programs and workshops. He also conducts executive coaching sessions that help
people lead with courage and authenticity.
To sign up for Michael Staver’s newsletters,
visit http://www.thestavergroup.com/contact.php.
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The LEADER From the Committee

The Value of Leadership In
Everything We Do
Lead kicked off it’s new year with a dynamic speaker event, The Value of Leadership in Everything You Do, featuring the funny, engaging, and challenging style of
David Rabiner, CSP. David led attendees through a high-impact learning session
that highlighted the fact that “leadership is about our own personal and professional qualities and our ability to be internally successful and externally influential, regardless of our position within the organization.”
Rabiner also provided attendees with a new perspective on the sequence of principled behavior (which he also identifies as the secret to success), and explained
the differences between principles, values, and virtues. He demonstrated that if
we can rely firmly on our principles, the rest will naturally follow. Principles are
mechanisms, and if done often enough, will become values. (Conversely, abandoning a principle because it’s taking too long to achieve is consistent with the
principles of failure.) Values are the reasons we do things, and are independent
of the outcome. In other words, you do it because it is fun and rewarding to you.
Once you repeat a behavior consistently long enough, it simply becomes you -and then becomes a virtue.
Another highlight of Rabiner’s program included an introduction to The Principle
of Validation, and an engaging demonstration of how none of us are completely
“principled” people, yet are actually “fused” people. But the most important part
of that lesson came in the concept that “fused people need validation -- not fixing.” Unfortunately, it is a common mistake to try and fix something for somebody, when all they really need is to be validated.

THE PRINCIPLE OF PRINCIPLES
1.

Leadership growth requires that we
are constantly assessing our leadership
strengths and weaknesses.

2.

Leadership growth requires that we
focus on translating leadership qualities
into behaviors.

3.

Leadership growth requires faith in
principles.

Personal leadership
does not occur
by accident.
It happens
as a result of a
relentless commitment
to principles and
values.
~ David Rabiner ~

Rabiner wrapped up his morning session with a piece on The Principles of Trust. There is no greater predictor of failure in an environment where people work together if there is no underlying foundation of trust. This is true in families just as it is in the workplace.
As the first voluntary learning event for Lead, we were thrilled that
139 people from our three cities committed 4 hours of their time
to attend the morning session. An additional two dozen people attended the afternoon skills-building session, where participants
were able to work closely with David Rabiner on prioritizing key
leadership practices that they could begin working on immediately.

We were happy to see that most service areas and management
levels were equally represented in the voluntary event compared to when the events were mandatory. The most notable
differences in participation by service area were a decrease in Public Safety personnel (from 21.2% down to 15.5%) and an
(continued on page 9)
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The Value of Leadership In Everything We Do (continued from page 8)

From the Committee

increase in Support Services personnel (from 20.6% up to
25.6%). With respect to the make-up of the supervisors who
attended, the main differences were represented by an increase in non-supervisory personnel (from 20% to 26%),
and a decrease in front-line supervisors (from 25% down to
19.5%).

This was an awesome session. I was having one
of those days and thought I really don’t need to
go to this, but went anyway....I was so glad that I
did. It not only made me look at different approaches to
leadership, but to my personal growth.
I have always been interested in improving my leadership
skills. What grabbed me in this presentation was the prac-

Value of Leadership Survey Results

tical and commonsense approach. David also addressed
the fact that we all have our shortcomings and we should

4.46

Goals & Objectives Clear

make a list of those we want to work on. I now have to
work on my list. This was the best program that I have had

4.88

Speaker knowledgeable

the opportunity to attend.
4.75

Relevant subject matter

I absolutely loved this LEAD session. The afternoon session

4.65

Realistic ideas presented
Stimulated thinking

4.76

Will Improve ability to lead

4.69
0

1

2

3

4

was especially enlightening, as it helped me realize that
“defining moments in ones life” are not simply made of of
“things that happen TO you,” but can also be comprised
of the myriad choices you make on a moment to moment
5

basis every day that can either enable you or DISable you
with respect to making the changes adherent to the principles of success.

The overall quality of this event was rated Excellent by 59.7%
of the respondents, and Above Average by 38.1% of the respondents, indicating that 97.8% of the respondents rated
this learning event as time well spent. In fact, this session was rated as second to only one past SMILE event in terms of
“Relevancy,” with a mean rating of 4.75 out of a possible 5 score. It also ranked third in relation to SMILE history in terms
of “Stimulated Thinking,” with a mean rating of 4.76 out of a possible score of 5. All in all, this first event for Lead was a
huge success. We are very happy with the results, and look forward to continue bringing the highest quality speakers available to provide the most enriching learning opportunities we can for our employees.
For more information on David Rabiner, please visit his web site at http://www.rabinerresources.com. A summary of the
event’s information will be available for download soon!

CURRENT LEAD COMMITTEE MEMBERS

www.strongercommunity.net

LEAD:		

Jen Morrison, Lead Coordinator, 630/762-7090, jenmor@strongercommunity.net

Batavia:

Jason Bajor, Assistant City Administrator, 630/454-2075, jbajor@cityofbatavia.net

		

Randy Deicke, Fire Chief, 630/454-2111, rdeicke@cityofbatavia.net

Elgin:		

Gail Cohen, Human Resources Director, 847/931-5607, cohen_g@cityofelgin.org

		

Kyla Jacobsen, Water Director, 847/931-6160, jacobsen_k@cityofelgin.org

		

Tom Migatz, Parks Maintenance Supervisor, 847/931-6136, migatz_t@cityofelgin.org

		

John Work, Senior Human Resources Advisor, 847/931-6064, work_j@cityofelgin.org

St. Charles:

Denice Brogan, Human Resources Generalist, 630/377-4415, dbrogan@stcharlesil.gov

		

Kathy Livernois, Human Resources Director, 630/377-4470, klivernois@stcharlesil.gov
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The LEADER From the Committee

The Five Dysfunctions of a Team
Lead’s second event for 2011 came in the form of the Leadership Book
Club, featuring one of Patrick Lencioni’s best-selling books, The Five
Dysfunctions of a Team. A total of thirty employees attended the
event, spread over three different sessions held at the Colonial
Cafés in both Elgin and St. Charles. This was a particularly wellreceived book and rumor has it that people are still checking
the book out of their City libraries to familiarize themselves
with these very important team concepts.
The five dysfunctions are clearly illustrated in Lencioni’s now famous pyramid and using his familiar fable style of writing, the book engagingly illustrated
how those dysfunctions can affect a team, as well
as impact an entire organization.

The Role of the
Leader
Focus on Collective Outcomes
Confront Difficult Issues
Force Clarity and Closure
Mine for Conflict
Go First!

The Five Dysfunctions of a Team
Lencioni’s book provided a variety of useful
tools and resources for identifying weaknesses in our teams, and Sara O’Riley, Elgin’s IT Training Specialist, was kind enough to pull the Team Assessment Questionnaire from the book, which is a great first start in evaluating your team’s susceptibility to the five dysfunctions. You can
download a copy of it here. Sara also pulled out the comparative Team Characteristics that also helped illustrate the concepts
in the book. An excerpt of it is shown below. You can download the full chart here.
Teams that fear conflict:

Teams that engage in conflict:

• Have boring meetings

• Have lively, interesting meetings

• Create environments where backchannel politics and personal attacks
thrive

• Extract and exploit the ideas of all
team members
• Solve real problems quickly.

• Ignore controversial topics that are
critical to team success

• Minimize politics

• Fail to tap into all the opinions and
perspectives of team members

• Put critical topics on the table for
discussion

• Waste time and energy with posturing and interpersonal risk management

If you are interested in specific exercises
and strategies for improving team function at work or at home, we encourage you
to read Patrick Lencioni’s accompanying
“field guide,” Overcoming the Five Dysfunctions of a Team. This book is also available
for loan from your HR Department.
Special thanks goes out to our discussion
group leaders this time around: Jennifer
Kuhn (STC), Russ Matson (ELG), Sara
O’Riley (ELG), Ron Rudd (ELG), and John
Work (ELG) -- they did a tremendous job.

The Leadership Book Club is a great way to get to know employees from other departments and cities,
bounce ideas off of each other, and gain a better understanding of the author’s concepts presented in the
book. It is a favorite Lead forum for those who have attended -- if you haven’t tried it yet, we encourage
you to try it out next time it’s offered. Watch for an announcement coming soon!
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The LEADER From the Committee

Building Stronger Communities
Together
We are pleased to welcome new staff and acknowledge achievements and milestones of existing staff since our last issue of The Leader …

Welcome to:

Amethyst Handley
Utility Billing
Administrative Assistant
St. Charles

David Martin
Water Assistant
Division Manager
St. Charles

Elizabeth Mendoza
Police Records Specialist
St. Charles

Scott Pinner
Electric Operations Assistant
St. Charles

Cherie Poulos
Community Development
Administrative Assistant
St. Charles

Elizabeth Smith
Public Works
Administrative Assistant
St. Charles

Samantha Spoden
Police Records Specialist
St. Charles

(continued on page 12)
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Rusty Sullivan
Forensic Investigator/
Property Custodian
St. Charles Police Department
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Building Stronger Communities Together

Mary Walsh
Community Development
Administrative Assistant
St. Charles

(continued from page 11)

Caroline Wells
Community Development
Administrative Assistant
St. Charles

Nicole Wang
Public Works
Administrative Assistant
St. Charles

Congratulations to:
Sara Cass
(St. Charles Police Department) on her promotion to Senior Administrative Assistant. Sara
was previously in the Community Development Department, Building and Code Division,
as an Administrative Assistant. In her new role, Sara will provide administrative support
to the Chief of Police, the Police Department, and City-wide special projects. Congratulations, Sara!
Jacob Goss
(St. Charles Police Department) on his graduation from the Illinois State
Police Academy. Jacob joined the Department in April of this year. Jacob completed the Basic Training
Course of Local Law Enforcement Officers, which included a 480-hour long intensive training program.
where recruits train both their bodies and minds for police work. Congratulations, Ofcr. Goss!
Mike Griesbaum
(St. Charles Police Department) on his promotion to Sergeant. Mike has been with the Department since 1990 as a Police
Officer and detective. Congratulations, Sgt. Griesbaum!
Jim Kunches
(St. Charles Public Services Division) on his promotion to Crew Leader. Jim began his career with St. Charles in 1988 as a
Laborer. In his new role, Jim is responsible for inspecting work in progress along with assisting and supervising a crew of
workers who construct, maintain, and repair City property, streets, alleys, rights-of-way, and storm sewer collection systems. We wish you all the best in your new role, Jim!
Meagan Moreira
(St. Charles Community Development Department) on her promotion to Senior Administrative Assistant. Meagan provides
administrative support to the Director of Community Development and their department. She also provides customer service
and assistance throughout the development review process. Congratulations, Meagan, on your promotion!
(continued on page 13)
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Building Stronger Communities Together - Congratulations

(continued from page 12)

Kim Schult
(St. Charles Police Department) on her new role as the Police Records Division Manager. Kim was
formerly an administrative assistant in the Department’s Investigations Division, where she worked
for 2 years until her move to this new position. Kim has been with the Department since 2002 and
has served as a desk representative and records clerk. Her new responsibilities include planning
and coordinating the Police Records Division, Freedom of Information requests, and serving as the
liaison with Tri-Com in matters pertaining to records. Congratulations, Kim!
Al Wade
(St. Charles Fire Department) on his promotion to Lieutenant. Al has been a Firefighter with the Department since 2000.
We wish him all the best in his new position!
The City of Elgin’s Parks & Recreation Department’s Youth Scholarship Fund (YSF) was recently
honored by receiving the Family Service Association of Greater Elgin Area’s Friend of the Family Award.
Each year, the scholarship fund gives out about $35,000 to families who cannot afford to pay for their children’s participation in city-sponsored recreation programs. To learn more about the YSF, please visit the
city’s web site at http://www.cityofelgin.org/index.aspx?nid=1033
The City of St. Charles on the First Street Redevelopment Project. The project received the Municipal Development
Award of the Chaddick Institute for Metropolitan Development, at DePaul University in Chicago. The award recognizes
municipalities that exhibit excellence in encouraging and managing development.

Did We Miss a
Welcome or
Recognition?
Please accept our apologies if we
missed you or one of your staff this time
around. Please notify Jen Morrison, Lead
Coordinator, or your Human Resources
Director, and we’ll be sure to include
you in our next issue.

The St. Charles Police Department on being granted its
7th Award of National Accreditation by the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies. They also received
the “Accreditation with Excellence” Award, presented to Agencies that display excellence in a manner that sets the benchmark for public safety professionalism.

If you know of an employee or a department who deserves recognition in this column (or if we forgot to mention them), please be sure to send the information to your Human Resources Department. They will not only
mention it in their city newsletters, but will keep us informed for future issues of The Leader.

Some people want it to happen, some wish it
would happen, others make it happen.

- Michael Jordan
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The LEADER From the Committee

Leadership Food for Thought
From the American Heritage Dictionary of Idioms ...
Food for thought. An idea or issue to ponder, as in ‘That interesting suggestion of yours has given us food for thought.’ This
metaphoric phrase, transferring the idea of digestion from the
stomach to mulling something over in the mind, dates from the
late 1800s, although the idea was also expressed somewhat differently at least three centuries earlier.
Honest self-awareness is key to rounding out our technical skill sets
by learning how to deal with others through building stronger relationships, resolving conflict, encouraging creativity, and developing
environments of trust. Yet it’s hard to find a moment to reflect on the
challenges we face on a day-to-day basis – in the workplace, at home,
or in our community.

Leadership
Food for Thought
If an employee isn’t performing, is it really
always the employee’s fault, or does the
supervisor (or leader of the team) play
some role in that as well?
(This can apply to any type of relationship where
expectations exist: parent/child, team captain/team
player, husband/wife, manager/employee, etc.)

Beginning with this issue, The Leader will feature a question for the purpose of encouraging you to take a few minutes to think
about how you might answer that question. We also encourage you to bring up the question at an upcoming staff, family, or
club/team meeting to see how others would respond. The intended purpose is to provide an opportunity to begin (or further)
an open and honest dialogue in your group. Try it, and let us know what happens. Contact Jen Morrison with your feedback,
and/or send in some suggestions for future questions.

The LEADER Committee News

Save the Date
»»

The 28-Hour Day - How to Get 4 More Hours Out of Your Day
Speaker Event -- featuring Dr. Donald C. Wetmore
Dates -- February 2, 2012 and February 28, 2011

For more information about the upcoming schedule, contact Jen Morrison, Lead
Coordinator, at 630/762-7090 or jenmor@strongercommunity.net.
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The LEADER Committee News

Trivia Contest Goes Legendary
Congratulations to Marc Mylott from Elgin! He won the last issue’s contest and is enjoying a $25 discount at
Prasino, one of downtown St. Charles’ newer restaurants featuring fresh,
organic food.
For your chance to win this issue’s prize, a $25 gift certificate to Elgin’s own
downtown institution, the legendary Al’s Cafe & Creamery, you’ll have to
answer the following question:

What are the five dysfunctions of a team?
Names of all who submit the correct answer will be placed in something vessel-like and one name will be drawn
as the winner. So, get your correct answers to Jen Morrison, Lead Coordinator, via telephone/voice mail 630/7627090 or email at jenmor@strongercommunity.net no later than January 15, 2012. The drawing will be held on
January 20, 2012. Don’t forget, you must to play to win!

One key to successful leadership is continuous personal change.
Personal change is a reflection of our inner growth and empowerment. - Robert E. Quinn

The Leader is a publication of Lead,
a collaborative learning initiative developed
by the cities of Batavia, Elgin and St. Charles,
Illinois.
www.strongercommunity.net

Interested in contributing an article to The Leader?
Have you been inspired by a particular leadership
book you’d like to share? Do you have any article or
feature suggestions for the Leader? Contact Jen Morrison, Lead Coordinator with questions, suggestions,
or comments.

contact:
Jen Morrison 630/762-7090
© 2011 by the cities of Batavia, Elgin and
St. Charles, Illinois
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